1. Welcome - Chair Hengerer requests a motion to begin, the motion is granted, seconded and the meeting begins.

2. Housekeeping
   a. Approval of Minutes - Chair Hengerer request a motion to approve the minutes as they stand, the motion is granted, seconded, and the minutes are approved unanimously.

3. Presentation from Peggy McCready, Director of Academic Technology Services, NYU
   a. Peggy opens the presentation informing the SSC that she will be moving onto a new position at Oxford, she highlights her tenure at NYU and gives a brief introduction to the presentation, she introduces Gary Shawver who will be taking over the responsibilities of the LaGuardia Co Op.
   b. She details the vision "Connect and Create" of the LaGuardia Co Op.
   c. Peggy discusses the design of the space, and the resources available at the Co Op.
   d. Highlights - laptop rentals/computer stations(Mac or windows) real time availability online, cutting edge Cisco technologies, Video Production booths, demonstration space (including Cisco teleconference capabilities to connect to colleagues in the global network).
   e. LaGuardia Studio is dedicated to providing professional services in 3D printing, scanning, wide format archival digital printmaking and film development.
   f. Highlights include - client services, self service (building 2D and 3d print production, or printing small scale projects), 3D scanning services, 3D printing software will be available in the co op, $25 dollars per day for small scale projects
   g. The floor is open for questions and comments. Questions are asked by senators regarding technologies and processes.
   h. Chair Hengerer thanks Ms. McCready and informs the SSC that if they wish to coordinate a tour he can arrange this.

4. Executive Committee Update - Vice Chair Ettorre reports out updates. If the Senators or your constituents are interested in hearing any specific detail that is of concern to them, kindly reach out to Ryan Thomas to inform him of these details/issues.

5. Updates from SSC/UCSL Committees - No updates are reported out.

6. Updates from the Task Forces
   a. Student employment task force - looking into 15 per hour minimum wage
   b. Affordability task force looking into cost of metrocards/providing metrocards, and how to manage bookstore cost and encourage use of e-books, also looking to regulate laundry
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services in residence halls (uniform access via campus cash). A conversation is held around textbooks.

c.  Gender Understanding and Inclusivity Task Force - educational trainings looking at language for staff, students, and faculty. Three areas for improvement in inclusivity: gender neutral housing, gender neutral bathrooms (LGBTQ has maps), gender neutral locker rooms. Looking to build a campaign collaboratively with various NYU LGBTQ center groups, send out a survey, Guess the Straight Person (but through a gender thing), crafting a panel, potentially creating a video (less certain), end of year goal to draft a proposal for policy around bathrooms, locker rooms, and housing. The floor is open for questions and concerns. An email will be forthcoming about the various zone trainings.

d.  Sustainability task force - collaboration with take back the tap (reducing water bottle usage). A question is asked and Chair Hengerer will follow up.

7.  Updates from University Senate Committees
    a.  Academic Affairs, Alex Mayes - no updates
    b.  Financial Affairs, Amanda Ezechi - no updates
    c.  Judicial Board
    d.  Organization and Governance, Michael Hengerer - no updates.
    e.  Public Affairs, Ryan Thomas - no updates
    f.  Other Committees
        i.  Undergrad programs committee - has not yet met but is looking to change policies around access.
        ii.  Coles Advisory committee - discussing about the super block, issues raised: faculty hosting, la guardia co op, etc. chair Hengerer asks for feedback around what the SSC would like to see (making the area more "campus" friendly). Looking to create programming opportunities to connect the NYU student population to the community near Washington square village and silver towers. Chair Hengerer details the layout of the new Coles building from the 2031 plan (note: boomerang buildings have not been decided on and construction may or may not happen until 2021 - Bareburger's gonna be okay for a while).

8.  Old Business
    a.  Student Affairs Budget Advisory Committee (SABAC) Requests - Chair Hengerer reviews the examples of the recommendations regarding tuition increase for this committee. (See document).
    b.  IEC - Vice Chair Sakai-Kawada reviews the current IEC asks and mission, as well as NYU Admissions' response. NYU currently evaluates applications without conviction data from the common application, once an initial determination is made, then a team of admissions officers (trained on fact based assessment and issues of bias) will evaluate if past criminal offenses would justify a denial of admission. (See handout). Vice Chair Sakai-Kawada details the history of the SSC involvement with the IEC. The floor is open for questions and concerns. Issues are raised regarding the arguments stated on the
handout. If senators have issues or wish to invite the group to present on a certain point or give clarity please follow up with Chair Hengerer.

i. Amendment: Chair Hengerer reflects on the history of the IEC
   1. IEC presented at the end of the academic year two years ago
   2. IEC requested support from the SSC last year, and a letter of support was signed
   3. IEC has been working with admissions to reflect on that process

9. New Business
   a. Collegiate Congress Petition to MTA - task force working on transportation costs, aim to petition the MTA to subsidize metrocards for students. Chair Hengerer asks for volunteers to draft a public statement from NYU SSC to the mta (senator Petey Shivery and Senator Heba Allam volunteer).
   b. Student Government Global Summit - Chair Hengerer quickly details the dates of the Global Summit. (Gauge the global impact of students studying away at NYU).
   c. Motions from the Floor - senator Slotsve informs the SSC of an upcoming event (will share more info)

10. Save the Dates
    a. Next Student Senators Council Meeting
       i. Thursday, November 5th, 4:00 to 5:30 PM
    b. Next Student Government Meeting
       i. Thursday, November 5th, 5:30 to 7:00 PM
    c. Next University Senate Meeting
       i. Thursday, November 12th, 9:00 to 11 AM

11. Adjournment - Chair Hengerer requests a motion to adjourn, the motion is granted, seconded and the meeting is adjourned.